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PRO METAL 6-PATTERN THUMB-CONTROL
TURBO EXTENSION WATERING WAND
270˚ Rotating pivoting head –
Water hard-to-reach areas

6-patterns for all your cleaning
& gardening needs

Dual-clamp – lock extension adjusts
between 40" (101.6 cm) to 66” (167.6 cm)

Extends from
40” (101.6cm) to 66” (167.6cm)

Midway foam for better
handling reduces hand fatigue

Effortless thumb control to
conveniently operate the
on/off function and volume
of water flow

Aluminum alloy construction for a
lightweight design with added durability
for years of use

Effortless thumb control

TURBO

Quick Connect Starter Set
fits all standard garden hoses
and watering tools

Honeycomb grip provides extra
control in wet conditions

REACHING CHALLENGING WATERING TASKS
Make watering hard-to-reach places easier with the 6-pattern Turbo Extension Watering Wand. All done like a PRO. The 40- inch wand
offers an extended reach up to 66 inches to go further and clean hard-to-reach areas like under the car or above the windows. The
270° pivoting head adjusts the spray angle to get water exactly where you need it.
Forget about using expensive energy pressure washers when you can have a handheld pressure spraying wand which cleans with
a mini twisting pattern (take a video on your smartphone to view the twisting effect!). The Turbo wand cleans surfaces by using a
precise compact stream of water which twists as it cleans. The circular twisting pulse motion makes dirt a thing of the past.
Pick from six spray patterns to clean your car with the Turbo spray then turn to water your garden with the Shower setting. The
durable, rubberized, easy-grip, ergonomic handle fits perfectly in the hand. The convenient thumb control reduces fatigue and allows
you to turn the water off with one simple motion to prevent wasting water. It resists damage and rust and stands up to abuse for
years of reliable and dependable performance.
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270° pivoting head
allows watering in all
directions. Great for
reaching challenging
areas.

270˚

Attach
the adapter
to the nozzle

Quickly attach
the connector
at the end of
your hose
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two together
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Twist-and-lock mechanism
prevents accidental
disconnection
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 CAUTION 

LOCK

-For outdoor use with cold water only
-Do not spray near electrical connections
-When not in use, rinse the tool with water to remove most of the dirt, dry your tool, and store indoors

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including styrene,
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer.
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

For more

The Quick Connect Adapter (2 pcs) and Hose
Connector with Water Stop (1 pc) simplify your
watering experience. Simply attach the connector
at the end of your hose. Then, connect the
adapters to your watering tools. Interchange
various tools in a snap without turning off the
water as the adapter will stop the water flow. No
more kinking or hose twisting as the adapter
allows the hose to swivel 360 degrees.
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Quick and easy connections to 5/8-inch and
1/2-inch garden hoses, sprinklers, nozzles, and/or
any other garden watering tools
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